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This article is part of a series of book excerpts The Pop Culture Business Handbook for Cons and
Festivals, which provides the business, strategy, and legal reference guide for fan conventions, film
festivals, musical festivals, and cultural events.

14.

Gambling, Raffles, Door Prizes, and Competitions

At many Cons, event organizers or nearby hobby stores run Magic: The Gathering, Pokémon, or
Yu-Gi-Oh! drafts and game competitions for prizes large and small. In the draft formats, participants
pay to play. In exchange, they receive a set of sealed card packages to use during the tournament and
to keep upon its completion. The formats vary, but after the cards are distributed, the players compete
against each other for additional packs of cards and potentially other prizes. Although paying for the
chance to win additional card packs would be considered a form of gambling, the skill-based
competition needed to win the prizes typically exempts the game from state and local gambling
regulations.
Games of chance are highly regulated activities, whereas bona fide competitions are generally left
unregulated. Both are big businesses. Competitions, drafts, and other events help support the
popularity of trading card games. Many nonprofit organizations take advantage of their charitable
status to raise funds through various indirect strategies, including raffles, bingo, games of chance, and
competitions.
For the games of chance, it often comes as a surprise to nonprofit volunteers that these activities
are highly regulated under state law and IRS rules. Many of the common practices used by charities
are illegal, and it is only the high public regard for the charity that keeps the organization from facing
fines or criminal penalties.
This chapter provides a brief overview of the categories of games of skill, games of chance, raffles,
and similar activities. It identifies strategies to keep the Con operating in a legal manner while enabling
the Con to use those games lawfully in their state. More than any other area of law, however, the laws
governing competition vary dramatically from state to state and even city to city. No overview can
summarize the wide range of different laws and regulations. Con organizers should consult with local
attorneys or licensed third-party gaming companies to be sure they are in compliance with local laws.
A. Chance or Skill
While some states regulate both games of skill and games of chance, the vast majority of states
permit games of skill to proceed without significant license requirements while restricting gambling
and other games of chance. A game of chance has three basic elements:
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The player pays to participate, either directly or indirectly;



The player can win a prize if the player is successful; and



The outcome of the competition is determined by chance to some degree.
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The purchase to participate element can be satisfied with either a direct payment or through
indirect and bundled payments. If the Con or any of the vendors charge for a raffle ticket, it will satisfy
this test. Even a “free” door prize will be sufficient, since the door prize was included in the cost to
the purchase of the attendance.
In contrast, a vendor who holds hourly raffles for anyone stopping by the vendor’s booth is not
likely to be considered to have charged customers for participating in the raffle since the vendor did
not charge for the opportunity to participate in the giveaway. The Con charged the entrance fee rather
than the vendor so there was no payment to the vendor. In contrast, if the vendor required attendees
to be paying customers to have their names included in the raffle, then the raffle would satisfy the test
that the raffle was initiated with a purchase to participate.
Sweepstakes that are free to play with no purchase necessary are therefore exempt from the
gambling laws. Even here, however, there are Federal Trade Commission and other rules put in place
to assure the public that free to play means what it says. National sweepstakes are highly regulated,
but using giveaways to entice building a customer mailing list is generally ignored.
The second element of the gambling test is whether there is a prize to be won. The law makes
satisfaction of the prize element also quite easy to satisfy. The prize need not be cash. It can include
products and merchandise, seats at events, or anything else of value.
Because the participation fee and the prize are both so easily satisfied under the law, the practical
distinction between illegal gambling and legal competition turns on whether there is a sufficient degree
of skill necessary to make the activity a competition.
The most common test used among the states is the “dominant factor” test. An Alaskan court has
provided a comprehensive explanation of the test:
1. Participants must have a distinct possibility of exercising skill and must have sufficient
data upon which to calculate an informed judgment. The test is that without skill it would be
absolutely impossible to win the game.
2. Participants must have the opportunity to exercise the skill, and the general class of
participants must possess the skill. Where the contest is aimed at the capacity of the general
public, the average person must have the skill, but not every person need have the skill. It is
irrelevant that participants may exercise varying degrees of skill. The scheme cannot be
limited or aimed at a specific skill which only a few possess. Whether chance or skill was the
determining factor in the contest must depend upon the capacity of the general public – not
experts – to solve the problems presented.
3. Skill or the competitors’ efforts must sufficiently govern the result. Skill must control the
final result, not just one part of the larger scheme. Where chance enters into the solution of
another lesser part of the problems and thereby proximately influences the final result, the
scheme is a lottery. Where skill does not destroy the dominant effect of chance, the scheme
is a lottery.
4. The standard of skill must be known to the participants, and this standard must govern
the result. The language used in promoting the scheme must sufficiently inform the
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participants of the criteria to be used in determining the results of the winners. The winners
must be determined objectively.1
Under the dominant factor test, games such as Magic: The Gathering drafts easily fall within the
definition of skills, making those draft events legal under states using the test. Players must know the
characteristics of the individual playing cards, the interaction of cards, complex rules of engagement,
strategies on how to build a deck, and keen observation regarding the other players’ cards and
strategies. There remains, however, a significant degree of luck because the ability to select a particular
card at a particular time depends on which is the next card in the deck.
A minority of states use one of two stricter tests. The “material element” test determines that a
game is gambling if chance is a material element in the outcome of the game. The reliance on a deck
of cards to establish the player’s hand adds a significant element of chance into the game play. In
addition, even the difference between the sealed packs could be sufficient to make chance a material
element of the game. In those states using the material element test, draft events may not be permitted
under the gaming laws. This is the purpose of the rule. In those states, the material element test is
designed to include a much larger group of activities within the definition of gambling, so the test is
broad.
Broader still is the standard known as the “any chance” test under which any chance placed in the
game will make the game one of gambling rather than skill. All card games would fall into the category
of gambling under this test, assuming that the other two elements of the test were also satisfied. Even
a game such as chess, which has no chance involved in the game play, could be considered suspect.
In chess, there is a potentially random decision as to who goes first. If competition organizers had a
pay-to-play chess tournament with prizes, the organizers could be required to assure that each
contestant played an even number of games. In this way, each competitor has an equal number of
opportunities to go first in order to eliminate even this element of chance.
The online game platform Skillz has developed its business model around the distinctions between
these three categories of gambling tests.2 Skillz has limited its platform to 38 states that rely on versions
of the dominant purpose test.3 It chose to stay out of the states using the material purpose test in
addition to those states that essentially prohibit all games through the any chance test. Con organizers
may wish to consider a similar strategy and utilize games of skill much more cautiously in those states
that do not rely on the dominant factor test.
B. Providing Giveaways rather than Games of Chance
As noted above, there are three elements to make a game into regulated gambling, namely payment
to participate, prizes, and an element of chance. The Con organizers who wish to avoid entanglements
with gaming regulations need to be sure that the activities do not involve all three of these elements.

1 Morrow v. State, 511 P.2d 127, 129–30 (Alaska 1973). See also Sweepstakes, Promotions & Marketing Laws:
Comprehension & Compliance in a Digital/Mobile Environment, N.Y.C. B., CITY B. CTR. FOR CLE PROGRAMS (May 13, 2016),
http://www.nycbar.org/cle-offerings/sweepstakes-promotions-marketing-laws-comprehension-compliance-in-adigitalmobile-environment-3/.
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For the Con itself, it can avoid the element of chance entirely if any giveaways are based on
attendance rather than chance. For example, if there are T-shirts for attendees, then everyone who
purchases a ticket should get the same T-shirt. If there are multiple gifts, then each attendee should
be able to select among them. At the same time, some common sense can apply. This rule does not
need to be taken to an extreme. The Con can purchase a certain number of posters and a certain
number of T-shirts. The attendee’s choice of gift can be limited to what remains at the time the person
picks up their prize. But the rules cannot be manipulated. Regulators look to substance over form.
The Con cannot have one grand-prize with a drawing to determine who is the lucky individual to go
first in line.
The duty to reinforce these rules goes beyond the Con itself to those vendors and exhibitors
participating in the Con. While truly free giveaways are permissible, the Con should include in its
vendor agreement a simple statement that the vendor is responsible to comply with all laws, including
those related to gambling. The Con management should be aware of the potential for vendors to run
giveaways and be sure that there is no payment of any kind given in exchange for these activities unless
they are true games of skill as discussed above.
C. Charitable Gambling
For Cons organized as nonprofit organizations, there are a number of legal exemptions to the
gambling laws that allow for the charities to offer games of chance. While these rules vary significantly
from state to state, these laws enable charities to host fundraiser events that can generate significant
funds for the charity.
These games can include casino nights, auctions, raffles, and similar events. The nonprofit often
receives donated prizes as well as funds from the participants so the overall benefit can quickly grow.
To comply with these laws, the charity must usually obtain a license from the state. Occasionally, the
municipality will also have a licensure requirement as well.
Most states do allow a limited opportunity for charities to conduct these games of chance as
fundraisers, but the rules vary considerably from jurisdiction to jurisdiction. In two states, for example,
all use of playing cards is prohibited. In many other states, the size of the winnings must be limited.
And in all states that permit these games to be used, the charity is required to obtain a license in
advance of the event. The New York City Games of Chance Licensing Law provides an excellent
example.
§ 20-434 Legislative intent. The council hereby declares that the raising of funds for the
promotion of bona fide charitable, educational, scientific, health, religious, and patriotic
causes and undertakings, where the beneficiaries are undetermined, is in the public interest.
It hereby finds that, as conducted prior to the enactment of this subchapter, games of chance
were the subject of exploitation by professional gamblers, promoters and commercial
interests. It is hereby declared to be the policy of the council that all phases of supervision,
licensing and regulation of games of chance and the conduct of games of chance should be
closely controlled and that the local laws and regulations pertaining thereto should be strictly
construed and rigidly enforced; that the conduct of the games and all attendant activities
should be so regulated and adequate controls so instituted as to discourage
commercialization in all its forms, including the rental of commercial premises for games of
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chance, and to ensure a maximum availability of the net proceeds of games of chance
exclusively for application to the worthy causes and undertakings specified herein ….4
By identifying the risk of illegal gambling and exploitation by commercial vendors as reasons to
limit these games and events, the city can closely monitor all aspects of these fundraisers. For Con
organizers, understanding these laws is very important because there may be a significant difference
in how a city enforces these laws against a well-established church or hospital and how these rules are
enforced against a start-up Con.
Looking at the practice among older nonprofits may not provide the guidance needed to avoid
liability. In most states, for example, bingo is governed under a separate set of laws. By law, bingo is
not limited to churches. Potentially, if a Con wishes to create a Superhero Bingo Competition, then it
needs to follow local bingo laws – and the IRS bingo income disclosure rules – rather than general
gaming ordinances.
The National Council of Nonprofits lists some other specialized rules:


Income from games of chance may be considered unrelated business income and
therefore the charitable nonprofit may owe tax on the income, and winners may owe
taxes that the nonprofit is required to withhold.



In some states, proceeds from games of chance have to be kept in a special bank
account (e.g., Pennsylvania).



Games of chance might trigger the requirement to conduct criminal background
checks on the CEO or other staff of the nonprofit that is hosting the games.



State or federal law may require the nonprofit to maintain special records and file
certain reports about the games/winners.



The nonprofit may be subject to Gaming Excise taxes.



A nonprofit hosting an event such as a charity casino night, where alcohol is served,
may need a separate alcohol license.



How the nonprofit uses net proceeds from games of chance may be limited in some
way. For example, in North Carolina the law states: “None of the net proceeds of
the raffle may be used to pay any person to conduct the raffle, or to rent a building
where the tickets are received or sold or the drawing is conducted.”5

Despite the difficulty of knowing how these rules work across the country, there is help. Most
local nonprofits can find helpful guidance within their town hall, and there are often organizations
that assist charities conduct charitable gaming events in compliance with the local regulations. The key
is to understand the very specific rules that apply to each city. As a Con grows, for example, it may
move from a suburb to a larger convention center in the downtown area. This move could also mean
a change in city and that will trigger a different set of rules regarding charitable activities involving
gambling.

4

N.Y.C., N.Y. ADMIN. CODE §§ 20-433 to -451 (2016).

5 Games of Chance, Raffles, and Charity Auctions, NATIONAL COUNCIL OF NONPROFITS,
https://www.councilofnonprofits.org/tools-resources/games-of-chance-raffles-and-charity-auctions (last visited Feb. 1,
2017).
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If a Con has the opportunity to plan its event in New York versus New Jersey, Minneapolis versus
St. Paul, Miami versus Miami Beach, or Kansas City, Kansas versus Kansas City, Missouri, then the
organizers may wish to consider the benefits of the gaming regulations in addition to the issues of
convenience, parking, and taxes.

